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Deriving valid estimates o f density and hom e range size from  rem oval 
grids requires that the observed responses o f trapped populations fit 
a theoretical m odel and that sources o f  bias be exam ined and corrected 
when necessary. From  assumptions concerning the relationships between 
hom e range radius (r), the probability o f  capture (p), and the location 
of hom e range centers (HRC’s) with reference to the grid squares, 
a m odel was developed to predict both the relative catch on each grid 
square and the expected rates of rem oval. The m odel w as tested with 
em pirical results fo r  the shrews (Suncus murinus) and rats (R. rattus 
and R. earulans) o f  Guam. Experim ental variables included grids with 
different trap spacings (d=15, 30, and 42 m), either leaving traps in 
place or shifting them to m id-points after tw o days o f rem oval trapping, 
and the duration of trapping (from  4 to  30 days).

The m odel predicted that the relative catch on the outer grid square 
(w) w ould  vary with r and it is assumed that observed variation in the 
relative catch on co was a function  o f r. The absence o f an edge e ffect 
on the penultimate grid square suggested that these animals tend to 
be caught in traps nearest to their H RC’s. In general, co acted as a good 
filter for  animals w hose HRC's w ere assumed to be prim arily outside 
the grid during short-term  trapping. Invasion o f the inner squares was 
induced by extended trapping. The m odel predicted a constant p on the 
inner squares and this w as generally observed w here d =  15 m. H ow ever, 
p generally changed with tim e w here d = 3 0  and 42 m. Experim ental 
shifting o f traps revealed that many animals w ere not exposed to  traps 
where d= 30  m and the changing p on grids with wide spacing was 
apparently caused by an expansion of r by  those animals not initially 
exposed to traps. The m odel assumed that p w ould decrease with 
distance o f the HRC  from  the grid, producing a concave rather than 
a linear catch curve, with the mean slope decreasing as r increased. In

A A

fact, the initial p w as highest on  co when r was largest and the catch
A

on to actually increased with tim e when r was small. This w as also 
interpreted as an expansion of r. If r  expands as trapping proceeds, an 
estimate o f the initial r can be obtained only on the first day of 
trapping by using H a n s s o  n ’s (1969) equation and modified assumptions.

A

For Suncus and R. rattus, r varied from  7 to  30 m ; for R. exulans, 
from 4 to 20 m at the population level. The catch on the outer square 
could not be used reliably to estimate density under any circum stances 
because the area o f e ffect changed with time.

[191]
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A

Confidence limits for  N were developed from  Z i p  p i n ’s (1958, 1958)
#A  Л

SE (p) for  individual samples. Consistency in p am ong the samples 
perm itted a m ore precise estimate o f  p and substantial reduction in the

A

confidence limits for small samples, T he low er lim it for N cannot be 
less than the total catch (T) and, for most samples o f  shrews, the upper

A

limit for  N  was 1.17T. Precision fo r  the two rats and for Mus was 
lower. Roughly 10 percent o f the samples yielded statistically aberrant 
results that had to be treated subjectively. Such occassional results do 
not discredit the general value of the inner square method. H ow ever, 
hom ogeneity in the distribution o f animals is essential fo r  reliable 
estimates and, when a positive edge e ffect is not regularly observed on 
day-1, the assumption that all animals on the inner squares are exposed 
to traps must be tested. This is specially true when prebaiting leads to

A

an artificially high estimate o f p. M y conclusions should not be applied 
directly to small mammals whose activities are vertically stratified and 
to  those that make extensive use o f runways.
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I. INTRODUCTION

1. Background '

The search for a single, standard way to estimate the densities of small 
mammals has been hampered by excessive variability in observed patterns 
of capture: variability that often makes the results unreliable. Given 
a standard method of laying traps, such as the »Standard Minimum« 
( G r o d z i h s k i ,  P u c e k  & R y s z k o w s k i ,  19661 reasons for varia
bility in trap response include the fact that the use of space varies both 
with the species and the situation. The purpose of this paper is to analyse 
and interpret the patterns of trap response for one particular set o f 
species and conditions, to compare empirical observations with those 
expected from  theoretical considerations, and to evaluate the reliability 
of estimating density and home range size with removal grids for one 
community of small mammals. Since a comprehensive review o f field 
methods is in preparation elsewhere (Michael H. Smith, personal commu
nication) I w ill generally confine discussion to topics o f special relevance 
and familiarity.

The way an individual uses space influences its probability o f encounte
ring an array of traps set on the ground surface in a checkerboard grid. 
W e are relatively ignorant o f many important details concerning patterns 
o f movement but some special cases can be identified and methods adjusted 
accordingly. Semi-fossorial and semi-arboreal patterns may be countered 
by stratifying traps appropriately (B a r b e h e n n, 1973). Animals that 
travel primarily on narrow paths or runways, such as many microtines, 
may not be exposed to traps placed within the external boundaries o f 
their home ranges and this generates difficult analytical and methodolo
gical problems ( B a r b e h e n n ,  1974). While more extreme patterns may 
easily be seen, other patterns m ay be more subtle and go unrecognized.

The follow ing presentation is specifically restricted to those situations 
in which the observed trap response is such that one can reasonably 
assume that a randomly placed trap has a relatively high probability of 
being discovered anywhere near the home range center of an individual. 
This restriction is largely intuitive and it seems likely that we must deal 
with gradations in spatial behavior both within and among various species 
and habitats.

Given an elementary notion o f  how the individuals o f a particular 
species use space, one can devise theoretical models to predict a temporal 
pattern of trap response. Observed deviations from the expected led 
C a l h o u n  (1964) to postulate the existence of an interspecific hierarchi
cal organization within certain small mammal communities. The presence 
of a psychologically dominant species with a large home range was
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thought to inhibit the movements of more subordinate and cryptic species, 
in effect, reducing their probability o f locating traps until the rem oval 
o f the dominants released the inhibitions. The results presented below are 
consistent with Calhoun’s general thesis o f home range inhibition and 
avoids the complication o f a vertical stratification in activity that attended 
some of his examples. I w ill use Calhoun's term inology as a convenience 
but the important aspect with regard to estimating densities is that rem o
val trapping often results in a prompt expansion of home range size,

¡Home range size and its potential for change during the course of 
trapping influences both the observed rate o f removal and the area from  
which animals are drawn. In practice, the peripheral traps of a grid m ay 
capture relatively m ore animals than do the inner traps. This pattern, 
now widely known as »the edge effect«, was recognized by earlier 
students who used grids of live traps but its relevance for estimating 
densities by the removal method was emphasized in recent years by 
R y s z k o w s k i ,  A n d r z e j e w s k i  & P e t r u s e w i c z  (1966). These 
authors recommended what is now known as the »inner square« method 
for estimating densities by discounting both the animals caught and the 
area associated with the edge o f the grid. The general validity of this 
procedure has been questioned by S m i t h  et al. (1971),

The inner square method is subject to potential bias. A  detailed analysis 
o f variation in both the edge effect and the probability o f capture oil 
the inner squares, however, can provide guidelines for evaluating the 
bias in given situations. Such an analysis is presented below and it seems 
likely the conclusions can be utilized in other situations if appropriate 
tests are conducted.

2. Standard Methods: Terminology

The characteristics o f the Polish Standard M inim um  (SM) grid ( G r o d z i ń s k i ,  
ei oI„ 1966) are not universally optim al but the m ajor elem ents provide an 
appropriate basis from  which to derive suitable variations. A  shorthand method 
for  designating standard elements and their variations w ill be u sefu l here and 
elsewhere,

S (Standard) means the grid is square with an even num ber o f  uniform ly spaced 
trapping stations. M is interpreted as the m odal distance am ong those possible 
for  various grids) between stations; i.e. 15 m  is the spacing used in the Polish SM 
and, historically, is a com m on unit. A  spacing o f  15 m w ill be assumed by the 
abbrevation SM. For grids with a longer station interval, w e m ay use the designa
tion SL, w ith a subscript to indicate the spacing, e.g. S L 3„ means a standard grid 
with a distance o f 30 m  between stations. Sim ilarly, SS7-5 designates a standard 
grid with a short (7.5 m) station interval.

Viewing a grid as a set o f  concentric squares, the Polish SM  o f 256 stations 
contains eight squares; the innermost is designated as I and the outerm ost (omega, 
to) in this case is VIII. M y standard grids o f 64 stations contain fou r squares and
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can be designated as SM  IV  in contrast to the Polish SM  VIII. The penultim ate 
square is w —  1 and w ould  designate square III in an SM  IV grid or square VII 
in an SM  VIII grid.

Dividing an SM  grid into four quarters, the number of stations in each quarter
square from  I outwards is 1-3-5-7-9... and the cum ulative sum of these from  I 
outwards is l, 4, 9, 16, 25,... An awareness o f these progressions enables one to 
calculate readily the relative num ber o f  traps and the relative areas associated 
with the various squares.

II. A  MODEL

For either the total community or for any particular subset thereof 
{species, age, and sex), a grid of removal traps can generate only two 
types o f information: the distribution o f the catch over space, and how 
this changes with time. Translating this information into estimates of 
density and range size requires a model specifying expected relationships 
among the traps and the animals. I w ill start with a simple model where 
the system is assumed to be static, with no intra- and inter-specific 
variation, and then proceed to a more com plex model where the system 
is dynamic with extensive variation. The dynamic or kinetic aspects con
cern the changes that occur during »short term« (1— 5 days) and »long 
term« (10— 30 days) trapping. The changes of greatest concern include ex
pansion of range size, invasion (movement of previously unexposed ani
mals onto the inner squares) and, possible, reaction toward the bait and 
trapping device. In general, the above time distinctions separate periods 
where invasion is minimal for dominant species but may be inadequate 
for exposing subordinate and cryptic species on one hand and, wherein 
subordinate and cryptic animals are probably released but invasion by 
dominants is more likely on the other hand. This distinction, o f course, 
is not intended as a firm  prediction. Continual trapping (longer than 30 
days) may involve substantial changes related to natural m ortality and 
is hardly appropriate for an instantaneous estimate.

1. Statics

The initial assumptions of the model are that all ranges for a particular 
species are the same size, circular and randomly distributed, that the 
area within the home range is utilized uniformly, and that no changes 
in these conditions occur during the course o f trapping. Given an 
appropriate trapping device, all individuals have the same probability of 
capture and all are caught during the period of study. W e can then 
describe the expected catch per station on a grid o f specified dimensions 
for various home range sizes. T a n a k a  (1972) has also approached the 
problem of edge effect theoretically but apparently he has focused on the 
special case where the home range radius (r) and the distance between 
trapping stations (d) are equal.
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With the above assumptions, the expected distribution o f catches couild 
be determined by throwing randomly a large number of circles of g iven  
radius at the grid. The probability that a mouse represented by  the c irc le  
will be caught at any particular station within his range is unity divided 
by the number o f stations to which he is exposed and the relative num ber 
of mice caught at each station is the sum of the probabilities for all 
exposed mice. I arbitrarily assume a trapping station has a catching radius 
o f 0.5 m. Other reasonable assumptions would have little effect on the 
results. Square I o f an SM  IV grid is 45 m from  io and thus not exposed 
to individuals whose range centers are outside the grid if r < 4 5  m. In 
such cases, trap success [TS =  number caught/number o f trapping stations) 
for I is used as the standard and relative TS for all squares is determ ined 
by dividing each observed TS by that for I.

Fig. I. Expected catch per trap on grid squares (I= innerm ost, IV = ou term ost) for  
populations having different hom e range radii (10 to 40 m) assuming that an 
individual is equally likely to be caught at any trap within its range and that 
no behavioral changes take place until all animals originally exposed to the traps 

are caught. Trap station interval =* 15 m.

In practice the above procedure is laborious without a computer and 
I have arbitrarily assumed that mice are distributed uniform ly at 5 m 
square intervals (400/ha, or 9.0/trapping station within the grid); the 
subgrid o f mice was begun at coordinates 2.5, 2.5 m from the trap grid, 
I have tested range radii o f 10, 15, 20, 30, and 40 m (Fig. 1). The results

IV in
G R I D

11
S Q U A R E
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are not mathematically precise but the qualitative relationships are both 
accurate and adequate for evaluating the fit of results from the field 
and for theoretical comparisons.

For a home range radius (r) o f 10 m there is very little edge effect and 
it is apparent that any smaller r would not produce an edge effect. As r 
increases, so does the relative edge effect. TS is highest at m and decreases 
curvilinearly toward the center. (As r relative to the side of w increases, 
the com er effect is increased.) If the assumptions held, r could be deter
mined by fitting the observed catch to the expected by interpolating 
intermediate r’s. Note that none of the relationships between r and the 
edge effect are strictly linear, although they may appear so over short 
segments.

The consequences of deviations from the assumptions can be examined 
theoretically for static situations. Instead of circles, we can throw ellipses, 
rectangles, or irregular shapes having the same area as a circle with 
radius r. It turns out that the shape o f the range has no effect on the 
distribution of catches and we can assume that an estimate of r represents 
an equivalent area without making any assumptions about shape. The 
area of effect around the grid, however, w ill be influenced by range 
shape. If ranges are elongate, a gradient in residual density will be pro
duced, but the average area of effect w ill be as if ranges were circular.

If range size varies within the population due to social dominance, 
sex and age, the consequences of pooling such animals can be determined 
from  Fig. 1. If, for example, r for males is 40 m, r for females is 20 m, 
the original sex ratio is 1:1 and the grid locations o f the individual catches 
is unknown, the »population« distribution can be had from  summing 
square values for 40 and 20 m and dividing by 2. The results for w inward 
are 2.54, 1.34, 1.1, and 1.0, and fit an expected r of 30 m. (Fig. 1.) The 
observed sex ratio w ill favor males 1.6:1, with the major deviation 
appearing on w. Repeating the procedure for r’s of 30 and 10 m approxi
mated the results for 20 m, and w e can conclude that, above r =  10 m, 
a reasonable variation in range size among the exposed population w ill 
have little influence on determining the mean.

If, instead o f using all parts o f their range equally, animals tend to be 
trapped near the center ( H a y n e ,  1949b; C a l h o u n  & C a s b y ,  1958; 
H a r r i s o n ,  1958) the filter effect o f oj w ill be enhanced, preventing 
most animals whose ranges centered outside the grid from penetrating to 
the inner squares and limiting the edge effect to cu, at least at ranges less 
than the equivalent o f 30 m. If animals are distributed in patches instead 
of either randomly or uniformly, serious biases can be produced and any 
conclusions based on a fit to the model w ill be erroneous.
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2. Kinetics

At least theoretically, the above deviations from  the initial assumptions 
have little influence on  the usefulness o f the model but to examine the 
kinetics o f the system, we must make an assumption concerning the daily 
probability o f catching animals (p). For animals with a given range size, 
I assume that p is proportional to the number o f trap stations included 
in the home range. Thus, if r= 2 0  m, animals whose ranges are entirely 
within the grid will be exposed to an average of 5.6 stations (HR 
a r e a = 0,126 ha; station density= 44,4/ha). W ith circular ranges, some 
animals w ill be exposed to as few  as four stations and some to as many 
as seven, but these extremes are in the minority; in this case, we can 
ignore the variations since the results will be little affected. Ignoring the 
small edge effect on w-1 (Fig. 1), and assuming that animals located

Fig. 2. Expected rates of capture on inner (I— III, ■ ) and outer IV, X ) grid squares 
as in fluenced by hom e range radius (r) and exposure to  different numbers of traps 

within each radius. See text and Table 1 for assumptions and procedures.

m idway between a> and w-1 are equally divided between w and co-1, 
a density o f 400 mice/ha puts 81 animals at risk on a quarter section of 
the inner squares. Arbitrarily assuming a value of p =  0.5 for animals 
exposed to 5.6 stations, the expected sequence o f captures (Ci to C4) can 
be plotted according to the H a y  n e (1949a) method (Fig. 2). The esti-

A

mated number (N) from four days of trapping, of course, is 81, ar.d
A A

p = 0 ,5  is retrieved by Ct/N.
Animals whose range centers are at progressively greater distances from



Table 1

Theoretical patterns of capture fo r  small mammals on the inner (I— III) and outer (IV) quarter-squares o f an SM  IV  grid 
as influenced by the distance o f  hom e range centers from  the grid. A ll hom e ranges assumed to be circular with r = 20 m, 

the probability o f  capture (p) is proportional to trap exposure, and the outer square is a perfect filter, D =400/ha.

Outward 
Distance from  
Square III, m

Mean No. of 
Traps to w hich 

Anim als are 
Exposed

Assumed
P

No of 
Exposed 
Anim als

Expected Catch
A
P

A
Nc 4 T 4

Inner Squares —  37.5 to 7.5 5.6 0.500 81 40.5 20.3 10.1 5.1 70.0 0.50 81
Outer Square 7.5 5.1 0.455 9 4.1 2.2 1.2 0.7 8.2

12.5 4.9 0.438 20 8.8 4.9 2.8 1.6 18.1
17.5 4.2 0.3'5 22 8.3 5.2 3.2 2.0 18.7
22.5 2.5 0.223 24 5.4 4.2 3.2 2.5 15.3
27.5 2.2 0.196 26 5.1 4.1 3.3 2.6 15.1
32.5 1.4 0.125 25 3.1 2.7 2.4 2.1 10.3

7.5 to 32.5 126 34.8 23.3 16.1 11.5 B5.7 0.31 110

A ll Squares —  37.5 to 32.5 207 75.3 43.6 26.2 16.6 161.7 0.40 184
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w-1 will be exposed to progressively few er traps. Those animals most 
distant from  the grid in our model are exposed to an average o f  1.4 
stations, and thus p =  0.125 (Table 1). The expected sequences o f capture 
on co can be estimated by summing the expected catches of animals at 
various distances from  co-1 and the results are plotted in Fig. 2. The slope 
o f the line is not linear but if, in practice, it w ere assumed to be linear,

A

N approximates 110 instead o f 126, and p appears to be 34.8/110 =  0.316.
A

Pooling the catch from all squares yields N =  184 vs. the 207 actually 
exposed and this estimate is further from  the mark than is the sum of 
the separate estimates (81 +  110 =  191). Pooling animals that have different 
probabilities o f capture inevitably underestimates N and, on theoretical 
grounds C u should not be used to estimate D,

Additional theoretical insights can be provided by examining results 
expected if r =  10 m. Animals inside the grid w ill be exposed to an average 
of 1.4 stations. Approxim ately l°/o of the m ice will not be exposed to any 
traps, depending on chance and the shape o f the range. In general, 
however, 0.6 w ill be exposed to one set and 0.4 to two sets if ranges are 
circular. In this case, the expected differences in p are more important 
and we can arbitrarily assign p = 0 .6  to animals exposed to tw o sets and 
p =  0.3 to animals exposed to one set. Proceeding as in the previous 
example, the estimate for the inner squares is 75 instead o f 80 (one animal

A

not exposed), and the apparent p=0 .45  (33.6/75). For animals exposed to 
co, 84% are at risk to a single set and the average is 1.17. The deviation 
from linearity is not perceptible. The estimate of 61 (Fig. 2) is close to

A

the 64 mice originally exposed and apparent p=0 .35 . In comparison with 
the results for r= 2 0  m (Fig. 2), the slopes o f the inside and outside lines 
are less deviant. A t r.=7 m, there is no edge effect and no difference

A

in p should be observed: the deviation increases with range size.

While the relationships in Fig. 1 seem intuitively simple, estimating 
relative trap success on the grid squares is not so simple, even if mo 
changes in behavior occur. If p varies for animals with the same range 
size because o f their location with reference to the grid, both the observed 
and the estimated relative number on co w ill be too low. W hile we could 
proceed theoretically by making assumptions concerning the behavioral 
responses o f survivors to the removal of their associates, an examination 
of some empirical results is more appropriate.
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III. AN EXAM PLE: INTRODUCTION

1. Area and Methods

The tropical Pacific island of Guam provides excellent conditions for 
testing field methods. Except for a few  Norway rats closely associated 
with buildings, the terrestrial small mammal fauna contains only four 
species: The house shrew (Suncus murinus), the roof rat { Rattus rattus), 
the Polynesian rat (R . exulans), and the house mouse (Mus musculus). 
With the exception that house mice are not known to inhabit forests, all 
four species are essentially ubiquitous. Habitat patchiness has relatively 
little effect on community composition. The work reported here was 
conducted primarily in simple biotopes —  meadows, fields, and open 
savanna where the possibility for a vertical stratification of activity by 
small mammals is minimal. While individuals may travel the lines o f least 
resistance through vegetation, runways are not apparent. Guam normally 
has pronounced wet and dry seasons but all species can breed the year 
around; thus, compared to many temperate areas, conditions are relatively 
uniform and stable.

SM  IV grids were established in twelve localities on Guam and trapped 
from one to four times each during the period May 1962 to May 1964 
for a total of 25 trappings. Two SL30 IV grids were trapped a total of 
six times and one SL43 V grid was trapped once. The duration o f trapping 
ranged from  a normal four days to 30 days. Each trapping station 
contained two rat-sized {85X180 mm) snap traps plus one or two smaller 
traps (mouse, 47X98 mm and Museum Special, 70X135 mm). All were 
baited with fresh coconut and bait was replaced as necessary.

2. Analytical Procedures

For each species, the basic information produced by a grid of removal 
traps is the catch on each square and how this changes with time. 
Theoretically, the daily catch should decline exponentially and, where

A  A

this expectation is approximated, N and p can be estimated by either 
H a y n e ’s (1949a) graphical method or Z i p  p i n ’s (1956, 1958) multino
mial method. If these methods are deemed appropriate, then calculations 
can be simplified for short-term trapping by pooling the catch for the 
first two days (C1( 2) and second two days (C3, 4). For results w ith a perfect

A  A

fit to the exponential, the probability of avoiding capture, q =  l —  p =
A  A A

=  Ci/C1 ( C a l h o u n  & C a s b y ,  1958). Since q2 =  C3, 4/Cj, 2, then q, p,

and N =  T/(1 —  qk) or N = C i, 2/( l  —  C3, 4/C lt 2) can be calculated easily 
with a slide rule without reference to either the graphs of Z i p p i n
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(1956, 1958) or the tables o f J a n i o n, R y s z k o w s k i  & W i e r z b o w 
s k a  (1968), T =  the total catch and fc =  the number o f d a y s= 4  in m y case. 
When either Ct is lower or C4 is higher than expected, the averaging

A  A

process appears to give results for N that are intuitively m ore accurate 
for the inner squares than would be obtained otherwise.

In practice, behavioral changes within the community during the course 
of trapping may produce marked deviations from  the assumption o f 
a constant p. At the extreme, the daily catch may either remain constant

A  A

or even increase. Calculating either p = 0  or a negative p in such cases 
is irrational, yet some statistic describing the observed rate of capture

A  /

(RC) is desirable. I w ill use R C = 1  —  q, where q is defined as the inverse 
ratio o f sequential catches, i.e., either C3!CX or, as I use it, the square

A

root o f C3, 4/Ci, 2. This statistic is an appropriate estimator of p  only when

q is substantially less than unity.
RC may be calculated for any combination of days that seems

appropriate for comparative purposes if the method is internally consis
A

tent. RC will approximate p on ly under special conditions, however, and 
RC should not be confused with Z i p p i n ’s (1956) »R«.

IV. HOME RANGE SIZE AND RATE OF CAPTURE

1. Distribution o f Catches on Squares

For an SM  grid, m y model predicted that relative trap success (TS) 
on each inner square would be 1.0 while that on w should be a function

Table 2

Relative trap success for animals caught on each grid square (I— IV), 
using the catch on III as a standard (1.0). T S = 4 -d a y  catch/num ber 

o f traps. Values are fo r  24 grids.

Species I II III IV N

Suncus 0.71 0.93 1.00 1.81 749
R. rattus 1.21 1.06 1.00 1.58 507
R. exulans 1.37 0.85 1.00 1.31 371
Mus 0.86 1.05 1.00 1.78 150
TO TAL 1.01 0.96 1.00 1.62
N observed 89 252 440 996 1777
IV expected 88 264 440 617 1409

of range size, assuming co acts as a filter. This general prediction can be 
tested initially by pooling results from 23 SM  IV grids, each trapped for 
four days (Table 2), For comparative purposes, the relative TS for each
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species caught on each square was determined by using the catch on III 
as the standard (TS=1.0) The catches on I and II were too low  to provide 
a reliable standard but the observed values for each species approximated 
the expected —  the small deviations not being statistically significant. The 
relative TS on to was substantially larger than 1.0, suggesting that ranges 
averaged larger than r= 1 0  m for all four species.

Since the observed edge effect was essentially limited to to and the 
ratio of traps on the outer square (to) to those on the inner three squares 
(I) is 7:9, relative — \2SCJCj, Relative TSm, however, increased 
with the duration of trapping on SM IV  grids (Table 3). Some increase 
is predicted from the model (Fig. 2) but the observed increase generally 
exceeded the expected, dramatically so for Mus.

W here a trap spacing of 30 m was used (Table 3), no obvious edge 
effect was observed on day-1, suggesting that r averaged less than 20 m. 
However, an edge effect developed with time, raising questions as to the 
relationships between the observed edge effect and home range size.

2. Rates o f Capture by Grid Squares

The relative numbers o f shrews caught on the outer squares of SJVÍ 
IV grids varied greatly from  grid to grid and at different times in the 
same field, implying a comparable variation in range size. The effects

Table 3
Variation in relative trap success on the outer grid square as a function 

o f duration of trapping, distance between traps, and species.

Suncus R. rattus R. exulans Mus

15 m spacing, 23 grids
D ay -l 1.51 1.39 1.23 1.10
Day-4 3.00 2.10 1.51 3.85a
4-Day Total 1.85 1.57 1.29 1.93
Total Nb 704 513 340 115

30 m spacing, 6 grids
Day-1 1.05 0.98 0.93 0,93c
Day-4 2,00 1.45 1.14 2.38
4-Day Total 1.15 1.19 1.09 1.78
Total N 228 165 227 108

a Calculated for Day-3 when the value was m axim al for Mus,
Total N ‘s vary slightly am ong tables and figures because data from  
som e grids w ere inappropriate for  certain analyses, 

e Values for  Mus supplem ented with the catch from  a grid with 
a spacing of 22 m.

of range size on patterns o f capture (Fig. 3) were determined by rank 
ordering the samples according to the relative catch on w and dividing 
the array into two equal groups representing small and large ranges (one
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grid being excluded because no shrews were caught on day-1. In bolth
A

cases, (Fig. 3), both the daily probability o f capture (p=0.40 and 0.43), 
and the total number of animals caught on the inner squares (Tt =  142 
and 145) were similar. The inner catch sequence for small ranges curves 
appreciably, suggesting that some change in behavior has altered p and 
calculating JiCi =  0.35 may be more appropriate. Since the inner slope 
for large ranges is essentially linear, there is no evidence for measurable 
invasion through day-4.

When ranges were large, RC^ was essentially identical to the inner 
rate for  the first three days. C4 for m (and to a lesser extent, C3) is high, 
and indicates a change in behavior after the first two days: animals from  
the outside seem to have been attracted to the grid but most have been

ACCUMULATED PRIO R CATCH

Fig. 3. Observed rates capture on inner (I —  I I I , * )  and outer (IV, X ) grid squares 
for  Suncus populations having small and large hom e ranges. Values are totals for  
eleven grids o f  each hom e range class; classes being arbitrarily defined by dividing

the distribution at the midpoint.

intercepted at the margin. W here ranges were small, the number of
shrews caught on a> decreased but little with time (RC =  0.12).

For both classes of range size, the results on co are contrary to those 
predicted by the model (Fig. 2). The trap response of animals with large 
ranges differs from those with small ranges and a static model is of no 
direct use in evaluating the results even when differences in the initial p
are considered. Since the observed behavioral changes are a function of
range size, the most reliable home range index {HRI) is f'C ^ / C j for 
day-1, where /  is the ratio o f inside to outside traps (e.g. 1.29 for SM IV 
and 3.27 for SM  VIII grids.)
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3. Home Range Expansion

The concept of an expanding range, as originally postulated by 
C a l h o u n  (1964) to explain the lag in capture for certain species, 
remains controversial (e.g. K a u f m a n ,  et.a l., 1971). W hile alternative 
hypotheses such as neophobia (avoidance of strange objects) and invasion 
may both be plausible and actually in effect under some circumstances, 
most of the observations on Guam are consistent with Calhoun’s thesis 
and the alternatives, in general, are either unnecessary or are inconsistent 
with the observations.

For each o f the three larger species, the SM  IV grids were rank ordered 
by the HR index and divided into five subsamples, each as equally as 
possible. For each subsample, the mean HR index and the mean RC  for

Fig. 4. Mean rate o f  capture on the inner (I —  III, ■ ) and outer (IV, X )  squares of 
grids in relation to the hom e range index fo r  Suncus (22 grids, n=694), R. rattus 
(22 grids, n=513) and R. exulans  (19 grids, n=358). See text for  definitions and

methods of estimation.

the inner and outer squares was calculated (Fig. 4). In general, as range 
size increases, so does RCUi, reaching a maximal value o f about 0.4 for 
all three species. This is consistent with the idea o f an expanding range, 
i.e., the smaller the initial range, the lower the probability of encounter
ing a trap on day-1 and the greater w ill be the relative numbers taken 
on days 2 to 4 as ranges expand, giving a minimal RC. When range size 
is maximal on day-1, no expansion occurs and the RC is maximal because 
new animals are not exposed as trapping proceeds.

Some unanticipated results appear in Fig. 4, however: 1) The HR index 
for all three species falls substantially below  the expected minimum of
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1.0 on several grids each, and 2) JtC! for Suncus and R. exulans fluctuates 
about a mean value of approximately 0.4, while that fo r  ft. rattus 
declines.

Assuming the correctness of Calhoun’s model, the on ly  assumption 
necessary to explain the low  HR indices is that animals inside the grid 
expand their initially small ranges very quickly (i.e., on day-1) in response 
to the removal of neighbors. The to square, in effect, resembles a line o f 
traps on its external aspect and I have shown ( B a r b e h e n n ,  1969) 
that lines of traps »release« subordinate species more slow ly than do SM  
grids. Thus, a lag in catch may be present on to, but not internally, and 
the release follows a wave-like pattern from  the inside to progressively 
greater distances outside the grid as trapping proceeds.

The relative magnitude o f the changes required to produce the postu
lated process o f range expansion can be estimated by attempting to model 
the conditions producing an HR index o f 0.69 for  Suncus (Fig. 4). 
Apparently r is less than 9 m so I w ill guess at 7 m. If, on day-1, r on 
the inside expands to 10 m, essentially all animals from  8100 m 2 w ill be 
exposed, to traps. There are 28 sets o f traps on to, and if r  equals 7 m 
then the shrews from  an area of 4310 m 2 will be exposed to traps. If p 
is the same for all animals exposed to traps, then the ratio o f  the outside: 
inside catches on day-1 w ill be 4310 : 8100, giving an HR index o f 0.684. 
This equals the observed value, making the explanation plausible. In 
order to produce an RC  o f —0.18 on to, it is only necessary to postulate 
that r expands from 7 m to about 18 m by day-4. Since r  has been 
estimated at up to 30 m for Suncus by both removal grids and live 
trapping (see IV  below) expansion to 18 m is reasonable. The results from 
experiments in trap spacing, however, are more convincing.

4. E ffects o f  Trap Spacing

The original logic o f using grids with various spacings w as that the 
rate o f release o f subordinate animals should be a function o f  the rate 
at which dominants are removed. This should depend on trap spacing 
( B a r b e h e n n ,  1969). In addition, I wanted to increase confidence in 
my estimates o f density so a usual practice during the first year of work 
was to shift all traps on line to a point halfway between each original 
station after two days o f  trapping. This was done to expose any animals 
that were not exposed to the original set because o f small ranges. The 
results of this experimentation follows.

For nine SM  IV grids where traps were shifted and for 14 where they 
were left in place, the catch on the inner squares during the first two 
days was compared with that on the second two days. O f 300 shrews
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caught, the deviation from  the expected contingency cell values was only
2.1 (;e2< 1 .0 ). With a trap spacing o f 15 m, virtually all shrews were 
exposed to traps during the first two days; shifting the traps did not 
expose significant numbers of new animals. On grids with a spacing of 
30 m, shifting traps did expose significant numbers of new animals. For 
two SL30 grids where traps were shifted, the inside catches of shrews 
for the two two-day periods was 21 and 20; for four grids where traps 
were not shifted, the catch was 44— 17 (^2 =  4.7, p <  *05). Similar results 
were obtained for R. rattus. Trap spacing influences the proportion of 
the population which is exposed.

A better appreciation of the pattern o f capture relative to trap spacing 
can be observed in those few  areas where the duration of trapping

Table 4

The in fluence of trap spacing on the sequence of capture for inner squares. Expected 
values for  the catch on days 5 and 6 (Cs> () assumes that the observed rate capture fo r  

the first fou r  days remains constant.

Species Trap
Spacing

No. of 
Grids

Catch per tw o-day period 

*-1,2 "̂3,4 ^5,6

Expected

C5,6

4-day rate 
of Capture

15 5 47 19 9 7.6 0.36
Suncus 30 5 49 20 20 8.1 0.36

43 1 29 16 15 8,7 0.26
15 5 17 2 5 0.2 0.66

R. raitus 30 5 36 15 12 6.2 0.36
43 1 36 16 4 6.9 0.33
15 5 49 19 8 7.3 0.38

R. exulans 30 5 47 48 26 49.0 -0 .0 1
43 1 29 27 24 25.2 0.04

extended to at least six days. The results from  the inner squares o f five 
SM  IV  grids, five SL30 IV  grids and one SLi3 V  grid are summarized by 
species in Table 4. For Suncus and R. rattus at all trap spacings and for 
R. exulans at 15 m, there w ere no significant differences in RC. The 
point o f interest for these samples is the relative numbers caught on days 
5 and 6. For Suncus and R. exulans at a spacing o f 15 m, the numbers

A

expected had p remained constant are very  similar to the observed values. 
The numbers o f R. rattus at 15 m  are too small to merit much attention, 
although some invasion is suggested. (Additional detail on these SM  IV 
grids is provided by Figs. 5— 9 and the pooled data include some results 
that are aberrant, causing RC to be below  average for Suncus).

A t spacings of 30 and 43 m, C5t9 for Suncus equalled C3>4 suggesting 
that previously unexposed animals (whose presence had been revealed 
on other occassions by  shifting traps) were expanding their ranges.
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Invasion from  the outside is an unlikely explanation since it was not 
observed on SM15 grids for Suncus and R. exulans where it would be 
more likely. A similar pattern is seen for R. rattus at 30 m but, at 43 m, 
the catch continued to decline. Presumably r for R. rattus in this parti
cular population was well above average.

A  pattern is evident for R. exulans, which generally has the smallest 
range {see below). At a spacing o f 15 m there is no apparent lag in 
capture; at 30 m the lag is evident on days 3 and 4, after which the catch 
declines; and at 43 m the lag persists at least through days 5 and 6, 
implying that expansion is still taking place. When ranges are very small, 
any increase w ill have a great effect on RC. Large ranges apparently 
expand more slowly. The effect may not be noticeable in short term 
trapping and, if no expansion occurs, a declining catch will be observed.

In the SLi3 grid, no expansion was evident for R. rattus for the first 
6 days, Suncus expanded on days 5 and 6, and R. exulans expanded on 
days 3 and 4. The grid was trapped for a total o f 30 days, producing an 
additional 44 it. rattus { +  79% ), 65 Suncus (+ 108% ), and 109 R. exulans 
(+ 1 3 6 % ) on the inner squares (£2=4.76* for R, rattus versus R. exulans). 
While w e cannot discount all possibilities o f invasion over this period 
o f time, the observation suggests that the relative number removed during 
the first six days was proportional to the original range size and that the 
effect of expansion was inversely related to the original range size.

5. The Probability of Encountering Traps

The fact that RC  for Suncus and R . exulans on the inner squares was 
independent o f range size (Fig. 4) is an unexpected observation. Most 
animals with a range radius o f 9 m or less are exposed to a single set of 
traps while animals with r =  30 m are exposed to a dozen sets. At first 
glance, one would anticipate significant differences in the probability of 
encountering a trap. Probabilities o f encountering, detecting and accepting 
traps are functions of searching rates, perception swaths and receptive 
states of the animals —  subjects about which we are profoundly ignorant 
for free ranging small mammals. However, the only assumption necessary

A

to explain the independence between RC and r is that time spent in 
foraging is independent of range size. •

The daily discovery rate o f traps (DDR) equals the number of trap 
stations per unit area multiplied by the foraging rate (F it= time spent 
in searching a unit area) multiplied by the time spent in foraging each 
day (t/). If an SM  station is considered to occupy 1 m 2, the density of 
traps is 1/225 m2. W e assign arbitrary values to the other variables: 
A  foraging mouse spends 6 sec. (0.1 min) searching each m2 and forages



for a total o f 2 hr per day (120 min). Substituting in the equation,
D D J i= l trap/225 m 2X l  m 2/0.1 m inX120 min/day =  5.3 traps per day.
An animal with r = 1 0 m  w ill be exposed to an average o f 1.4 traps and
each w ill be visited 3.8 times. An animal with r= 2 0  m will be exposed 
to 5.6 traps and, if foraging routes are not retraced, all might be discover
ed. An animal with r= 3 0  m might be exposed to 12.6 traps, though less 
than half might be found on any particular night under the assigned 
values. If the assigned values were realistic we might conclude that the

A

animals were neophobic, i.e., p is less than 0,5 despite a DDR o f 5.3. If 
an individual spends an average o f 1 min in searching each m2 for insects, 
seeds, and other food, DDR becomes 0.53 and we can dispense with any 
notion o f neophobia. Values for FR and t/ are essentially unkown.

The model can be refined (e.g., S c h o e n e r ,  1971) by including time 
taken to consume food, patchiness in the distribution of foraging areas, 
opportunistic feeding (i.e., accepting especially attractive foods encounte
red while engaged in other activities) and other considerations, but the 
basic conclusion remains: I f  the duration of foraging and associated 
behavior is independent o f range size, RC for exposed animals on the 
inner squares is also relatively independent o f range size.

The inverse relationship between RC on the inner squares and range 
size for R. rattus is more perplexing (Fig. 7). The low  values for RC were 
generally associated with exceptionally high values for C2. This would 
suggest an expansion o f range but ranges were already large. Apparently, 
when ranges are large, R. rattus tends to overrun u>, i.e., either invasion 
occurs or the filter breaks down. In either case, densities on the inner 
squares w ill be overestimated. Clearly not all species can be expected 
to behave precisely like those which produce a good fit to the model. 
This, however, can hardly be determined with few er replicates than those 
available here. To summarize, the initial home range size mainly determi
nes what proportion of the animals are originally exposed, not how fast 
they are caught. The apparent rate of capture w ill remain constant unless 
ranges expand after day-1.

6. Afus and Neophobia

The house mouse has generally been ignored in the above accounts, 
both because of the paucity o f adequate samples and because Mus may 
be classed as a »difficult« species on Guam— lags in capture are common. 
I have treated captures for  Mus by dividing them into two-day periods 
for analysis (Table 5). On five grids Mus showed a strong lag in capture, 
none being taken in the first two days. A  comparison of inside and outside 
catches suggests a small range. Mean density apparently was on the
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order of 2/ha. Samples classed as having large or small ranges on the 
basis of the catch on the first two days have similar rates o f capture on 
the inner squares —  the rates being very similar to those o f the three 
larger species (Fig. 4). The rates o f capture on the outer squares, however, 
differed from  each other significantly (p<0.05), with the catch o f Mus 
increasing with time when ranges were small. The latter observation is 
consistent with the result described for Suncus (Fig. 3) and merely 
represents a more extreme average condition: Increasing catches on the 
outer square have been observed for Suncus and R. exulans (i.e., Fig. 4 
where R C <0.0).

Pooling samples into various classes results in an increasing probability 
of misclassification as sample size declines and the results may be faulty. 
Lacking a single adequate sample from  an SM  IV grid on Guam, the 
process o f radial unfolding for  Mus can be illustrated with an SM  IV 
grid from  Saipan in 1962. The four day sequence o f captures on the

T able 5

Patterns of capture for Mus on SM  IV  grids.

Characteristic
No. o f 
Grids

Inside Catch Outside Catch
^1.2 ^S,4 RC N /ha Cl.2 C34 RC

Strong lag 5 0 8 — oo 2 + 0 6 —oo
Sm all range 6 12 4 0.42 3.7 5 11 —.48
Large range 10 15 7 0.32 3.5 29 18 0.21

inside was 6, 7, 7 and 4, suggesting a gradual expansion o f range through 
day-3. The catch on the outer square was 0, 2, 1, and 7, showing the 
effect o f the lag in release associated with the periphery.

Is neophobia necessary to explain those cases where no mice were 
caught on day-1? Such observations were usually associated with a low 
total catch o f the species in question over a 4-day period, im plying a low 
density but with uncertain reliability. An exception is provided by the 
catch o f 24 mice on the inner squares of an SLso IV grid. Over an eight- 
day period the daily sequence o f captures was 0, 3, 3, 3, 8, 1, 5, and 1. Trap 
spacing provides one set for each 900 m 2. Assuming there were actually 
30 mice living inside the grid and that r approximated 5 m, the proba
bility that a trap placement would coincide with a mouse range is 0.087. 
On the average, then, two or three mice should have been exposed to 
traps initially and if the probability o f  capture for those animals is about 
0.5, then we would expect to catch one or two on the first day. The fact 
that none was actually caught may have been influenced by  trap 
avoidance, but the need to postulate such a behavior is not very strong.

In general, the trap response o f Mus is similar to that o f the larger



r

species where range sizes are comparable. W hile I cannot contend that 
R. exulans, for instance, is lacking in some level of neophobia, this 
characteristic is unlikely to have much bearing on the rate o f capture 
observed as a function of range size and trap spacing {Tables 3 and 4). 
One might argue that larger ranges reduce the effects o f neophobia by 
repeatedly exposing the animals to the strange objects but, if the
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D A Y S
Fig. 5. Patterns of cum ulative catch on inner (I— III, •) and outer (IV, X ) squares 
of SM  IV  grid RSAlt 2, A  severe typhoon hit Guam  on the 20th day of trapping, 
resulting in a gap in the records for the untended traps. Traps w ere reset on what 

would have been the 35th day o f trapping.

assumption of equal foraging time holds, this argument is not acceptable. 
As a first approximation, whether or not a member o f any species is 
caught on day-one is a function of r relative to trap spacing times the 
density of the species —  if traps are set appropriately ( B a r b e h e n n ,  
1973).
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VI. INVASION

From the viewpoint o f an SM  grid, I define invasion as the penetrati-on 
o f the inner squares by animals originally unexposed to the grid. The 
contention that some animals with large ranges centered outside the grid 
are caught on the inner squares (e.g. S m i t h  et al., 1971) is probably 
correct, but this should have no serious bearing on the results —  som e 
animals from the inner square are probably caught on to. I assume that

Fig. 6. Patterns of cum ulative catch on inner ( • )  and outer (X ) squares of SM  IV 
grid RSB. Traps were lifted after the first four days and reset on what w ould 

have been the 17th day to mimic the gap caused by  the typhoon in Fig. 5.

animals are most likely to be caught by traps nearest the center o f their 
ranges^ and this may not prove true when behavior is influenced by 
removal trapping. Since to seems to provide a good filter for animals 
with expanding ranges, I assume that invaders are animals that either 
do not have a home range (transients) or that have abandoned their ranges 
in response to the »vacuum«. Without the benefit o f marked animals



whose ranges were known prior to rem oval trapping, I can only make 
inferences from  observed patterns of capture.

W ith the probable exception o f those ft. rattus populations that 
apparently have large home ranges, I have no evidence that invasion of 
the inner square is of frequent occurrence during short-term trapping. 
Trapping for longer periods o f time may be expected to induce invasion. 
Variations in the process have been observed within and between species 
as induced by removal trapping and, by chance, by the disruptive effects
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Fig. 7. Pattern of cum ulative catch on inner (• ) and outer (X ) squares of SM  IV
grid R SA s.

of a severe typhoon. A ll results from  the long-term trapping of SM  IV 
grids on Guam are presented below.

ftSAll2. This grid was set on 22 October 1962 with the intention o f 
trapping it for 30 days. Results for the first 18 days (Fig. 5) provided 
estimates o f  5 ft. rattus and 8 Suncus on the inner squares. The outer 
square provided a barrier to invasion until the sixth day for R. rattus 
and the tenth day for Suncus. R. exulans apparently had a very small
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range size but an estimate o f from  ten to 14 animals on the inner square 
is reasonable. Some invasion was apparent, possibly on day-6 but m ore 
probably on day-8. Mus appeared to be absent on the inner squares and 
at low  densities (possibly 1/ha) around the periphery of the grid.

Fig. 8. Patterns o f cum ulative catch on inner ( • )  and outer (X ) squares of SM  
IV  grid RSC^ No Mus were caught on the outer square.

A  severe typhoon (Karen) hit Guam on 11-12 November, forcing the 
temporary abandonment o f the grid. On 26 November the traps were 
re-set and short-term trapping provided an estimate of 10 R. rattus/ha 
(Fig. 5). The other three species however, appeared to pour incessantly 
into the grid as trapping proceeded, with to acting as a partial filter for 
R. exulans. The slight lag in catching Mus was probably caused by the 
fact that most of the traps had become rusty and insensitive. They were 
cdled on the second day and the catch o f 61 Mus over the next eight
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days provided a startling contrast to the catch o f five  during the first 18 
days. The population o f the three smaller species appeared to be totally 
disorganized with individuals wandering randomly over wide areas. At 
this point, the possible effects o f the destruction o f  vegetation could not 
be separated from  the possible consequences of long-term  trapping. It 
was only obvious that Mus and, to a somewhat lesser extent, R. exulans, 
had invaded the grid from relatively wide areas. The variability in the 
density of Mus in surrounding areas was unknown but the possibility of 
drawing most o f the mice from an area of 2 0 + ha seemed incredible.

Fig. 9. Pattern o f cum ulative catch on inner (• )  and outer (X ) squares for SM
IV  grid RSCj.

RSB. An attempt to repeat the pattern observed at RSA  was made in 
a similar area 300 m away. An SM  IV grid was set on 3 December 1962 
and run for four days (Fig. 6). W hile we cannot be certain the after effects 
o f the typhoon were still influencing these populations, the capture 
sequences for Suncus and R. rattus on the inner square were somewhat 
deviant —  a slight lag was apparent on day-1 and some invasion may 
have occurred on day-4. Shrews appeared to have an exceptionally large 
range while that for Ji. rattus was smaller. Results for R. exulans and 
Mus seemed reliable for such low  densities.
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The traps were lifted after the four-day period and reset on 18 Decem 
ber to mimic the gap in trapping caused by the typhoon. The subsequent 
patterns of capture (Fig. 6) were much less dramatic than those observed 
at RSA and new density estimates for Suncus and R. exulans seemed to 
be reliable. Suncus was »attracted« to the grid in large numbers but 
roughly 70%  were intercepted by u>. R. rattus penetrated w freely while 
the effects o f the barrier varied for R. exulans, apparently being effective 
for days-1 through 8 and ineffective thereafter. Assuming the first tw o 
Mus caught on the inner squares represented the total population, inva
sion was extensive.

RSA-3. This grid was retrapped on 21 October 1963 (Fig. 7). In contrast 
to previous experience, Suncus seemed to invade freely  while the to 
barrier was effective for R. rattus. A  lag in capturing R. exulans coupled 
with a small range size suggests that the catch through day-10 was 
a consequence of expansion from  the inside rather than invasion from  
the outside. Mus was rare or absent.

RSC-1. This grid was separated from RSA  by a distance of 45 m and 
an unimproved road. Penetration o f the inner square was greatly reduced 
by arifonrf the three larger species (Fig. 8). No mice were caught on to 
and one can only conclude that their density was very low.

RFC-2. Shrews apparently had very small ranges and invasion cannot 
be distinguished clearly from home range expansion (Fig. 9). Invasion 
by Suncus and R. rattus was apparent beginning on day-12 while Mus 
invaded on day-22.

The several patterns observed above make it clear that we cannot make 
sound predictions concerning the barrier effect of to, although chance has 
cast most of the aberrant results from  short-term trapping into these 
long-term samples (See 3, VIII below). Long-term  trapping induces 
movement toward the grid and the relative effectiveness o f to in 
intercepting invaders appears to be more related to the state o f each 
population than to the species. Where ranges are small, delayed expansion 
cannot be clearly distinguished from  invasion during short-term trapping 
but it appears that Suncus may sometimes invade when its ranges are 
small while the opposite is true for R. rattus. The consequences o f these 
patterns to the estimation of density will be discussed below.

VI. ESTIM ATING HOME RANGE RADIU S (r)

1. Background Procedures and Problems

Tw o methods have been suggested for estimating r from the edge 
effect. H a n s s o n  (1969) proposed the equation N b/b 2= N a(a2 +  4ar-|-7i r2)
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for determining the average range of movement (r), where N b is the 
population estimated on the inner squares; Na is the population estimated 
from the whole sampling area; b is the side length of the inner square 
plus one-half the distance to the next trap; and a is the side length of 
the sampling area (i.e. « ) . S m i t h ,  G e n t r y  & G o l l e y  (1969) and 
S m i t h ,  et al. (1971) accumulate trap success (Pc in their terminology) 
for squares from u> inwards and fit straight lines to the generated slopes: 
The intercept between the zone o f high, decreasing TS and the zone of 
low , constant TS is estimated as r. Both of these methods have some 
intrinsic weaknesses.

When RC a is either negative, zero, or even very low relative to -RCj, 
behavioral changes have occurred after day-1. I interpret these changes, 
in general, to be an expansion of range size for the small mammals o f 
Guam and, as Hansson acknowledged, his method then becomes 
inappropriate since both r and Na are changing with time. As indicated 
in the above theoretical section (II, 2), even if behavior does not change 
during the course of trapping, estimating Na from  C t+ C w is subject to 
error if the probability of capture decreases with distance from  the grid.

The logic of transferring the edge effect inwards ( S m i t h  et al., 1969, 
1971) is evasive but the validity o f the procedure is easily tested against 
theoretical models that match their criteria. Whether one assumes either 
a uniform use of space (Fig. 1) or a pattern o f movement that limits the 
edge effect to to, transferring the average edge effect inwards produces 
a smooth curve that can be divided into two straight segments only by 
rather arbitrary methods. Since S m i t h  et al. (1971:117) indicate that 
»...three points are minimal for the calculation o f the regression

A

equation...«, r w ill approximate 30 m regardless o f any true value greater 
than 10 m. The value estimated by this graphical method is merely an 
artifact and is not »...equivalent to the r o f H a n s s o n  (1969)«. That 
S m i t h  et al. (1971:Fig. 8) observed a good fit to a straight line was 
due to a relatively large catch on w-I, The reason for this is not evident 
but it seems unrealistic to attempt a measurement o f r for a combination 
o f three species after 18 days o f trapping. My estimate o f this original 
catch indicates that no edge effect was observed on co-2, despite 
appearances generated by  their procedure.

2. A  Recommended Procedure

I have m odified Hansson’s method by assuming that C w and Cr are 
proportional to the numbers o f animals exposed to traps on day-1. In 
practice, small samples are subject to random variation and I conventio
nally use the averages between Cj and Clt 2 as the estimator. This proce
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dure tends to overestimate small ranges but otherwise gives m ore 
reliable results. For an SM IV grid, the HR In d e x = 1.286 C^/Cr, since the 
ratio of inner:outer traps is 9:7. For SM  V  through SM  VIII grids, the 
correction factor (f) for converting CJC-i to relative TS is 1.778 (16/9), 
2.273 (25/11), 2.769 (36/13), and 3.267 (48/15), respectively.

The value o f r corresponding to the HR Index>1.0  can be read directly 
from Fig. 10 for SM  IV and SM  VIII grids. The two curves diverge as r 
increases because o f a corner effect. Values for intermediate SM grids can

H R I

A

Fig. 10. The mean hom e range radius (r) o f  a population as estimated from  the hom e 
range index (fiR i= re la tiv e  trap success for  the outer grid square on day-1; see 
text). Curves are fo r  trap spacings o f 7.5, 15 and 30 m on grids having four (IV) 
squares (64 trap stations). Curves fo r  trap spacing of 10, 12.5, and 25 m may be

interpolated from  the anchor points placed at r= 2 0  and 40 m. For grids with
A

m ore than four squares, r should be increased in proportion to  that indicated f t 
an SM V III grid. Dashed lines indicate relationships derived from  H a n s s o n ' s  
(1969) equation below  the point w here all animals are exposed to traps. Estimates

A

of r for  this region w ere made by methods and assumptions described in the text.
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be interpolated. Theoretically, r cannot be estimated when it falls below 
10 m on a SM  grid, despite the fact that Hansson’s equation continues 
to generate expected values; some animals inside the grid are not 
exposed to traps. Yet, observations of a negative edge effect (HRTCl.O) 
were common in Guam (Fig. 4). Assuming that r expands to at least 10 m 
on the inner squares but remains unchanged on co the original r can be 
calculated directly (see 3.IV above). In fact, some animals on the inner 
squares m ay remain unexposed and some expansion may occur on co, 
leading to an overestimate o f the initial r. Whether or not r  can actually 
be reduced to 7 m or less for Suncus and 4 m  for R. exulans on Guam 
would be very difficult to determine reliably, but evidence for values 
below r= 7 .5  m is strong.

A  trap spacing (d) o f 15 m is too great for ranges averaging less than 
10 m in radius and efficiency m ay be lost where populations are char
acteristically sparce with ranges generally exceeding r= 3 0  m. A  station 
interval o f 15 m seems to be a good initial choice for an unfamiliar 
community, however when experience proves that a change in d, is 
desirable, r can be estimated by intercalating curves through the anchor 
points provided on Fig. 10 for SS IV and SL IV grids.

3. Confirmation

A
A single test of the accuracy of deriving r from  removal trapping is 

provided by a comparison with results obtained by live trapping. A  grid 
of 88 stations (10X10 minus 3 stations at each corner) was established 
with a 22 m spacing. One large (10X 10X 30 cm) and one small 
(8X 8 X 2 3  cm) wire mesh live trap baited with coconut were placed at 
each station and w ere checked just before sunset and again in  the 
morning. In the four days o f each trapping session, traps at each station 
were moved progressively around the corners of an 11 m square. The 
area was trapped during August, September, and October 1962. The 
November session was missed because o f Typhoon Karen, and a four-w eek 
interval was resumed for  December, January, and February. Animals 
were marked individually by  toe-clipping and released immediately at 
the place of capture.

The simplest index o f  home range size is the distance m oved between 
successive recaptures and mean values of this measure (av. D., B r a n t ,  
1962) are appropriate here for comparative purposes (Table 6). In general, 
differences in range size related to sex are greater than those related to 
species. Considering the fact that instantaneous estimates o f range size 
from  SM IV grids produced many estimates o f r< 1 0  m for all four
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species, the similarity in the large av. D among the four species on this 
grid is striking.

After the last live trapping, an SM IV grid o f  snap traps was laid in 
the middle o f the live trap area. The estimates o f r thus produced for the 
three large species (Table 6) are slightly less than those observed for 
females and 25— 30%  lower than the averages for both sexes. While this 
discrepancy might be considered substantial, there are several reasons 
why a difference in the observed direction would be anticipated. Shifting 
live traps each day greatly reduced the chance o f recording a distance 
of zero. Only 16 o f 575 successive captures were at the same station 
because most o f the time the same station was not available. Movements

Table 6

Average distances (av. D., in meters) m oved betw een successive captures
A

and an estimate o f  mean hom e range radius (r) derived from  tw o days 
of snap trapping (C,, t) fou r w eeks after the final live trapping.

Males Females Total Population

Species N obs. av. D. N. obs. av. D.
A

r

Suncus 113 32 106 24 29 22
R. rattus 73 34 71 28 39 26
R. exulans 97 30 62 23 20 20
Mus 25 33 28 27 3 7

made within trapping periods were compared with those made between 
periods and it was observed that male rats of both species especially 
made longer movements between periods. Some shifting and expansion 
of range size is to be expected over an eight-month period and an illusion 
of a larger range size would be generated. Animals marked as juveniles 
may either disperse or expand their ranges as they mature between 
trapping periods, whereas an instantaneous estimate includes some 
animals that have not left the home nest area. Finally P e a r s o n  (I960), 
and S h e p p e (1967) have provided evidence that the process o f live 
trapping may alter patterns of movement. Thus, long-term live trapping 
would be expected to produce higher estimates o f range size.

On, the more positive side o f the comparison, both methods are in 
agreement that the larger species have similar range sizes, and all were 
w ell above the average for Guam (Table 3 and Fig. 10). The fact that 
estimates for R. ratttis were the largest and those for R. exulans were 
the smallest in both cases may be fortuitous. The estimate of r for Mus 
should be ignored because o f the very small sample size.



I

4. Implications of the Observations on Range Size

The apparent absence o f edge effect on w-1 could have resulted from
A

pooling results in Table 2, since the average r is slightly less than 15 m 
for the three larger species and no effect on co-1 is expected (Fig. 1). 
For the six grids with the largest estimate o f r  for Suncus (24— 35 m), 
the catch on to-1 relative to I and II on day-1 was slightly lower than 
expected. For the remaining grids, the agreement was even m ore precise. 
The minor deviations observed in Table 2, therefore, are the result of 
events after day-1 and again suggest some invasion to co-1 w hen initial 
ranges are relatively small.

For R, rattus with large ranges, again there is a slight deficit on co-1 
on day-1. A n invasion to the center of the grid apparently occurs on 
day-2, if the small numbers are reliable. In any event, there is no 
evidence that animals with large ranges produce an edge effect on co-1 
on day-1. The results are consistent with the concept that animals make 
greater use o f the area nearest the centers of their ranges unless perturbed 
by removal trapping. If patterns o f movement approximate the bivariate 
normal distribution ( C a l h o u n  & C a s b y ,  1958), then the concept of r 
should be modified accordingly.

A

W hile no great reliance can be placed on r from a single grid, evidence
A

from  pooled samples (Fig. 4) indicates that r varied from  7 to 30 m for 
both Suncus and for ft. rattus, and 4 to 20 m for ft. e;rutatis at the 

' population level. W hatever the reasons for this substantial variation, if
home range size is the criterion used for assessing relative dominance 
( C a l h o u n ,  1964), then it appears that the hierarchy is not stable. My 
previous characterization o f community organization on Guam ( B a r b e -  
h e n n, 1969) was based on the average condition and was an oversimpli- 

, cation o f the situation. This theme will be developed elsewhere but is
appropriate to indicate that Calhoun’s general thesis is not discredited 

! by such variable results.

I VII. ESTIM ATIN G  DENSITY (D)

The above analyses illustrate several relevant principles in estimating 
i densities. As noted by many authors, if a positive edge effect is observed,
; the area from  which animals are drawn exceeds that covered by an SM
! grid plus a border of 7.5 m. Few workers appreciate the alternative: If
| the initial edge effect is either zero or negative, serious bias is possible
; regardless of the short-term rates of capture. In addition, variation in
I behavioral responses both within and among species for  which the
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trapping device is appropriate reduces predictability. These points deserve 
further elaboration.

1. Variability

Interspecific variability in trap response is w idely recognized and, 
where the reasons for the deviations are known, methods can be improved 
experimentally ( B a r b e h e n n ,  1973; 1974). Most o f the variation in 
trap response observed in Guam can be attributed to intraspecific 
differences in initial range size and the consequence is largely limited 
to the edge effect. Aberrant results have been observed on several 
occasions, however, and such variation requires the use o f some subjective 
judgement in estimating D, A  more important consequence is that an 
intensive study of a single population, however elegant, has limited value 
for testing generalizations. Assessing the filtering efficiency of co must 
be done systematically and, where a pattern such as that found for 
R. rattus (Fig. 4) is found, a correction for the bias is possible.

2. Positive Edge Effect

The common existence o f a positive edge effect is now  widely recognized 
(e.g., C h e l k o w s k a  & R y s z k o w s k i ,  1967) and, where this is 
observed on their first day, the probable cause is that relatively 
more animals are exposed to the outer square when r  >  0.67 d. In 
estimating density, two general solutions to the problem  are possible. One 
is to discount the catch on the outer square(s) (e.g., B u c h a l c z y k  & 
P u c e k ,  1968; P e l i k a n ,  1969) and the other is to attempt an estimate 
of the area from  which the total catch is drawn —  the area of effect 
(e.g. S m i t h  et al., 1971). Both procedures contain some inherent 
weaknesses and a comparison is in order; there are no alternatives.

If co generally acts as an effective filter, then the simplest procedure
A

in estimating density is to discount the catch on to; both N and A (area) 
can be determined from  the inner squares. This procedure was generally 
appropriate in Guam with SM  IV grids but, in practice, some workers 
(e.g. A  u 1 a k, 1967) have reported edge effects on co-1 and co- 2 for  SM 
VIII grids. In such cases, Pelikan’s recommendation for eliminating the 
edge effect seems appropriate but, to refine our methods, it would be 
useful to gain a clearer understanding o f the cause o f the problem.

Possible reasons for an apparent edge effect beyond co include normal 
patterns of movement that reduce the filter effect ( B a r b e h e n n ,  1974), 
habitat patchiness, and prebaiting the grid ( B a b i ń s k a  & B o c k ,  1969). 
Regarding the last possibility, the experiments o f P e l i k a n ,  Z e j d a  
& H o l i § o v a  (1972) show rather convicingly that the edge effect on 
day-1 for Clethrionomys glareolus did not differ between prebaited and
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untreated grids. A  pronounced edge effect on prebaited grids was 
subsequently produced by animals that had not been marked by the 
dyed pre-bait. Since dye-marked animals on the prebaited grids were

A

removed at a very high rate (p =  0,7) in contrast to animals on untreated
A

grids (p =  0.23), it seems likely that the strong edge effect that developed 
on prebaited grids after day-1 was caused by the sudden »vacuum«. The 
edge effect was apparently limited to a> in this case but it is possible that 
more extended prebaiting could produce qualitatively different results. 
Additional analyses seem necessary but, in any event, the inner square 
method seems theoretically sound for many situations. For animals that 
make extensive use o f runways, however, the presence of a positive edge 
effect on day-1 does not provide assurance that most o f the animals 
within the grid are exposed to the traps ( B a r b e h e n n ,  1974).

Several workers have attempted to determine the source o f animals 
caught on a grid by employing a variety of 'methods to mark animals 
prior to removal trapping. At this point, however, I w ill limit discussion 
to estimating the area of effect from  records o f unmarked animals. 
Calculating the average range o f movement (H a n s s o n, 1969) is 
inappropriate because the reasoning would be circular. The same would 
be true for regressing the cumulative edge effect on the outer squares 
( S m i t h ,  G e n t r y  & G o l l e y ,  1968), even if the method w ere valid. 
The only direct method proposed for unmarked animals is to deploy lines 
of traps oriented radially to the grid. The purpose of these assessment 
lines is to measure the zones of complete, partial, and zero removal of 
animals created by  the grid (S m i t h, et al., 1971),

Using extended trapping and assessment lines, S m i t h  et al. (1971) 
have challenged the general validity of the inner square method. They 
argue that the results from  the inner square are unreliable and represent 
an overestimation o f D caused by the extensive penetration o f animals 
with large, shifting ranges. Their argument hinges on critical assumptions 
and faulty procedures.

They assume that an 18-day catch represents the total, population from 
both the grid and the area of effect and, thus, has no confidence limits. 
The tempo of events, however, is not predictable either in their environ
ment ( G e n t r y ,  G o l l e y  & S m i t h ,  1971) or in Guam (Figs. 5— 9). 
Any assumption that the area o f effect is the same for each o f several 
species at any predetermined point in time is untenable.

Confidence limits for the area of effect were estimated without regard 
for the limit set by the interval between assessment traps. If the area 
of effect is determined by accumulating captures beginning at the grid
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instead o f  at the distal end o f the lines, a discrepancy equal to the trap 
spacing is produced even if the results fit the model perfectly.

The above criticisms alone suffice to question the potential accuracy 
of assessment lines but their analysis also depends on an assumption of 
homogeniety in the dispersion of animals. While they report that the 
habitat appeared homogeneous, this was not measured. Even so, the 
small mammals could deviate and a simple %2 test for homogeniety could 
be conducted by subdividing the grid into quarters and examining the 
catches by species and time. Unfortunately, this procedure will not detect 
radially symmetric heterogeneity or gradients and this is critical to the 
argument.

The observations o f S m i t h  et al. (1971: Fig. 9 and Table 1) suggest 
that the original density on the inner five squares was substantially 
higher than that on the rest of the grid (roughly 25:17/ha). They contend 
(1971:119) that marked invasion o f the inner squares occurred on the 
first day of trapping. If confirmed, this would justify their doubts on 
the reliability o f the method for their community. Unique observations 
are difficult to evaluate with proper perspective but, until additional 
studies are conducted, the parsimonious hypothesis is that they intuitively 
picked a »good place« to establish the grid.

S m i t h  et al. (1971: 122) seem convinced that »Small mammals are 
much more mobile than previously recognized ( F a u s t  et ah, 1971)...« 
and, since this factor is near the heart o f their general rejection of the 
inner square method, the basis for their belief might be reviewed. 
F a u s t ,  S m i t h  & W r a y  (1971), using mark and recapture methods 
on an exceptionally large area for an exceptionally long period of time, 
reported exceptionally long movements between recaptures for the three 
species considered by S m i t h el al. (1971). Total densities were generally 
low  ( <  10/ha) and the conclusions may be reasonable. However, 48 + days 
after completion of the live trapping study, all marked animals apparently 
had disappeared from the large study area ( G e n t r y ,  S m i t h  & 
B e y e r s ,  1971). This is one of the highest rates of disappearance in the 
annals o f mammalogy, and the marked population was apparently re
placed by unmarked individuals. From this and other details, it seems 
apparent that F a u s t  et al. (1971) were dealing with a highly unstable 
community containing a very high proportion of transients.

The above observations provide another meaningful lesson: Small 
mammal communities may exhibit very deviant properties without the 
obvious presence of storms, fires, or human disturbances. It is rather 
pointless, however, to propose an obvious deviant as a norm.

An SM  grid with conventional traps set on the ground surface is 
unreliable for estimating densities o f many species. By treating the small
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mammal community as a unit, however, S m i t h  et al. (1971) failed to 
demonstrate that reliability was enhanced for any one of their three 
common species by using assessment lines. The reliability of the inner 
square method may be enhanced for some species by  modifying methods 
appropriately ( B a r b e h e n n ,  1973). Without a more convincing proof 
that such procedures are both generally faulty and not correctable, I see 
no point in intentionally inducing an invasion by extended trapping 
and then attempting to measure the area o f effect from  a handful of 
animals taken on assessment lines.

3. Inverse and Zero Edge Effect

The problems that arise in estimating density when no positive edge 
effect is observed on day-1 are more subtle. If a positive edge effect on 
day-1 is generated by animals with r greater than 10 m on an SM grid, 
the absence o f an edge effect indicates that r is less than 10 m (assuming 
a homogeneous habitat). This being the case, we can, a priori, assume 
that some fraction of the animals resident on the inner square are not 
exposed to traps on day-1. If home ranges expand gradually, either 
a low  rate of capture or an increase in catch with time w ill alert the 
investigator to the fact that the trap spacing was too great. One practical 
remedy is to continue trapping, possibly with a shifting o f traps, until 
the daily catch declines. Assuming no invasion is induced, at least an 
estimate of minimum density is provided by the total catch and this 
w ill be m ore accurate than a guess made before the catch declines 
sharply.

A more insidious problem arises if a high rate o f capture is obtained 
on the inner squares during short term trapping, and this situation may 
he typical follow ing prebaiting. I have indicated that SM grids on Guam 
were generally adequate to expose most individuals on the inner square 
because animals whose ranges are compressed generally appear to expand 
very rapidly when the pressure is released by removal trapping. On the 
other hand, at station spacings of 30 and 43 m  (Table 4), relatively high 
rates o f capture were often observed for Suncus and R. rattus during 
short-term trapping even though large numbers o f animals were not 
originally exposed to the traps. If range size is relatively large initially, 
expansion occurs more slow ly and gives no evidence that traps are too 
widely spaced. A trap spacing of 43 m is obviously too large for Suncus 
and Rattus; the question is, is the SM spacing of 15 m generally too large 
for other taxa? In general, if no positive edge effect is observed on day-1, 
one should suspect that N has been underestimated regardless o f the 
pattern o f capture.
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Observations in Guam were that R C U was generally low  when r w*as 
small. In consequence, one cannot estimate the area o f effect from  the 
catch on the outer square and adding to Cr cannot produce a valid 
estimate for  the grid plus the area o f effect. While other species may 
not fit the patterns observed on Guam, m y general recommendation is 
that the catch on to should never be used directly in estimating D, 
whether or not an edge effect is observed. I cannot conceive o f a situation 
where incorporating the catch on a» would increase accuracy in estimating 
D, although the adjunct information is certainly useful in interpreting 
initial range size and behavioral changes.

VIII. CONFIDENCE LIM ITS AND R E LIA B IL IT Y

S m i t h  et al. (1971:105) stressed the importance of »reliable density 
estimates«, but »reliability« must be defined. S m i t h  et al. would judge 
reliability by how good the sequence of captures fits the model in each 
case, by estimates o f confidence limits, and by sample size. Perhaps they 
would em ploy other criteria as well but these three are inadequate since 
we must also distinguish between »precision« and »accuracy«.

1. Goodness of Fit

In addition to behavioral problems that may render the assumptions 
invalid, S m i t h  et al. (1971) indicate that H a y n e ' s  (1949a) method is 
statistically weak because the coefficient o f correlation is seldom 
significant in short term trapping. This may be true, but a constant 
probability o f capture is an assumption of the method and a non-signifi
cant fit alone does not invalidate the assumption. Confidence in the 
assumption, which is also essential to the maximum likelihood method 
(Z i p p i n, 1956), comes only from  extensive testing. For instance, the 
assumption is generally valid for Suncus on the inner squares but is often 
invalid on the outer square (Figs. 3 & 4). Invasions induced by extended 
trapping also invalidate the assumption.

If it seems necessary to calculate the coefficient o f correlation for 
Hayne’s method, then the problem that »... the X  variable is accumulated 
captures and thus not strictly a random variable...« S m i t h  et al., 
1971:122) can be avoided by the alternative procedure o f plotting the 
logarithm of the daily catch against time. Graphically, the number of 
uncaught animals can be estimated by projecting the fitted line for an 
appropriate number of days, depending on the slope. (However, see 
Z i p p i n ,  1956:174).
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2. Confidence Limits for N
A

For a single grid, confidence limits for N provide a measure of
A

precision. Confidence limits suggesting that N  may be less than total 
already removed ( S m i t h  et al. 1971: Fig. 7; Z i p p i n ,  1958: Eq. 2), 
however, are illogical. The underlying rationale of both H a y  n e’s (1949a) 
and Z i p p i n ’s (1956, 1958), methods is that, if the probability of capture 
remains unchanged, the sequence of capture for the remaining animals 
is predictable. Hayne graphically estimates N directly while Zippin’s 
multinomial method first estimates the proportion already removed

A

( l _(3k). where k  is the number o f trapping days. In both cases, there is 
no error associated with the number already removed (T) and the error 
o f the estimate should be concerned only with how many animals remain

A  A A

(N -T ), Therefore, confidence limits for N are a function o f SE ( l -q k),
A

which is a function of SE (p), for which a simple equation is available 

( Z i p p i n ,  1958; Eq. 3): SE (p)2= T  (pq)2/T 2q-N  (N-T) (kp)2.
A

Z i p p i n  (1958:87) indicated that his SE {N) provides 90%  confidence 
limits for sample sizes between 50 and 200. Confidence limits derived

A  A A A

from  SE (p) are strongly skewed (since N = T /( l -q k), N  cannot be less 
than T) and the upper limits are substantially larger than those derived

A

from  Zippin’s SE (N) for small samples. Fig, 11 provides a rapid method 
o f estimating confidence limits for the special case of k =  4. Where either

A

p or T is small, the upper limit is discouragingly large. (See Z i p p i n ,
A

1956: Fig. 3). For T > 100  and p > 0 .3 , confidence limits calculated by the 
two methods are very similar.

A

3. Consistency of p

A more reliable measure of a method’s precision is its ability to repeat
A

results. For SM  grids, the variability of p under relatively uniform 
conditions is appropriate. From the inner squares of 19 SMIV  grids 
having a total catch of five or more. Suncus, p for Suncus ranged from

A

0.1.8 to 0.80, with a mean (p) of 0.454 and two standard errors (SE) of
A

0.072. These observed values for p fit a normal distribution and, on
A

statistical grounds, three cases where p approximated zero could be

I1
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rejected as abnormal. The total catch averaged 13.3 for the 19 normal 
samples and 9.0 for those rejected.

Similarly, for 16 grids, p ± 2 S E (p ) for  R. rattus was 0.430 ±0.084 and,
A

for Ji. exulans on 13 grids, 0.433 ±0.100. Again, estimates of p near zero 
for three grids (one for ft. rattus, two for R. exulans) could be rejected. 

The probability of capture on the inner squares appears to be 
independent of density for all three species and independent o f home 
range size for Suncus and R. exulans (Fig. 4). W hile an observed range

A

of p from  0.18 to 0.80 for Suncus may seem too great to be independent 
of other variables, such extremes are easily generated for m y relatively

Fig. 11. Relationship between T (the total catch for a 4-day period), the observed
A  A

probability o f  capture (p=0.25 to 0.55) and the 95% confidence limits fo r  N, The 
J-shaped curves indicate the upper limits. Except for very large T 's at relatively

A A A A

low  p’s, the low er lim it approxim ates T. JV =T /(l-q i‘ ), w here q—l~v and k is the 
num ber o f trapping days. Increasing k w ill decrease the confidence intervals.
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small samples from the binomial distribution. Thus, unless p approximates
—  A

zero, we can assume that p = 0.454 will provide the best estimate of l -q k
*  A

for all samples and N =  T/0.91. Confidence limits for N  can be derived 
from S E (p ) and range from T to 1.17T for Simons. To be conservative,

*  _  _  A

however, when p falls below p —  2SE (p), the observed p should be used
*

to estimate the upper confidence limit for N.

4. Accuracy and Bias

Given a data base for any combination of species, habitat and method, 
it may be possible to demonstrate higher levels o f precision from the 
consistency of the results. Good precision, however, does not necessarily 
mean that the results are accurate. If, for instance, some large fraction 
o f the population is not exposed to the traps, small confidence limits for

A

N are misleading if one wishes to estimate density.
For example, 56 R. rattus were caught on the inner squares o f an 

SL.43V grid by day-6 (Table 4). The upper 95%  confidence limit for the
A

N of 59 was 65, yet 100 R. rattus were eventually caught. W hile some 
invasion was possible, most o f the rats caught after day-6 were residents 
that had not been exposed to the traps initially. Had the trapping sites 
been prebaited, producing a higher rate of capture, confidence in the 
estimate would be higher but D would still have been underestimated. 
Narrow confidence limits do not make an estimate reliable when the 
results are not accurate because o f a bias in the method.

Lack o f  bias due to excessive trap spacing on SM  grids was demonstra
ted in Guam by shifting trap locations after two days of trapping on 
experimental grids. The same procedure indicated the presence o f a bias 
on SL30 grids. Other procedures (Fig. 4) suggested a bias in the catch of 
R. rattus related to home range size. Such testing can increase accuracy 
by using correction factors. The results thus becom e m ore reliable even 
though the precision o f the correction factor is uncertain.

Had the pattern of capture for Mus in Guam (Table 5) not resembled 
that for the larger species, very few  o f  the estimates could be considered 
reliable. As it now stands, accuracy in estimating the density o f Mus with 
SM  IV grids was relatively poor because density was generally low  and 
the trap spacing was often too great.

5. Sample Size

Characterizing density estimates derived from  small numbers as 
* almost worthless« ( S m i t h  et al. 1971:120) is inappropriate as a genera
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lization. As an extreme example, the catch sequence of Suncus on the 
inner squares o f one SM  IV grid in Guam was 0-0-1-0, S m i t h  et al. 
might claim that no estimate is possible but I am highly confident that 
density was on the order o f 1/ha because the general reliability o f the 
method has been demonstrated. Only two shrews were caught on <w. Since 
the next lowest SM IV density estimate o f Suncus in Guam was 6.8/ha, 
the estimate o f 1/ha is of considerable biological importance. The estimate 
is »reliable« although it may not be »precise« because no confidence 
interval can be estimated. Had a catch 0-0-1-0 been observed for S orex  
cinereus using an SM IV grid in a Maryland forest, I w ould conclude 
only that the species was present and make no judgement concerning 
density. In this situation, the method is unreliable.

As a generalization, precision is a function of sample size and, from  
this consideration alone, precision should increase within the number of 
grid squares if homogeniety in the habitat is not sacrificed. Adding 
another square to m y standard grids in Micronesia would have seriously 
limited the number of areas available for trapping and the advantages o f 
larger samples must be balanced against other considerations.

A  more subtle problem  is introduced by P e 1 i k  a n ’s (1969) suggestion 
that the presence of an edge effect be evaluated by a x2 test and that 
non-significant values be ignored in estimating density. This procedure 
makes the conclusion a function of sample size and as P e l i k a n  
(1969:60) noted, »...the edge effect can appear with varying intensity and, 
apparently, irrespective o f population density...«. One cannot assume that 
the effect is absent simply because small numbers preclude a statistical 
verification. In any event, I see no practical advantages for including the 
catch on oj in estimating density.

6. Supplementary Proofs

Once patterns of relationships have been determined, »supplementary 
proofs« ( T a n a k a ,  1966) can be employed to guide biological judgement 
where misplaced statistical rigor would render observations either »almost 
worthless« or not worth considering. If the outside: inside catches of 
Suncus on each of two SM  grids on day-1 were 7:3 and 3:7, respectively, 
there is no need either to discard or to ignore the observations simply 
because the two ratios could be chance deviations from a zero edge

A

effect, 4.4:5.6. A ratio o f 7:3 implies a large home range (r= 3 0  m, Fig. 11), 
and, if so, the catch on the total grid should decline sharply with time

A

(Figs. 3 and 4). A  ratio o f 3:7 suggests a small range (r= 6  m) and the 
catch on w should remain constant or even increase. If these relationships
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are observed, w e can be confident a difference in range size existed, 
although precision would be low.

Had P e 1 i k a n's (1969) criterion been em ployed above and the edge 
effects rejected, D might have been overestimated in both cases. As 
a m ore extreme example, for Mus with small ranges (Table 5), the mean 
density from the entire grid would appear to be 31/ha instead of the 
3.7/ha determined from  the inner squares. The judgement o f reliability 
comes from  both experience and understanding. Once patterns of trap 
response have been discovered, subjectivity can be reduced without 
resorting to rather arbitrary methods of analysis.

IX . DISCUSSION

To sim plify the presentation, I have not discussed some differences 
in home range size and rates o f capture that are related to sex and age. 
Such differences were found but they had relatively little effect on 
estimating D for the inner squares and they were not responsible for the

A

great variation in r observed in Guam. Other sources of possible bias may 
h^ve been associated with the state of the population but, with m y 
limited samples, I can only note occassional results that w ere probably 
deviant and treat them subjectively. In general, the SM method as 
employed was very effective in meeting research goals.

M y analysis was simplified greatly by working in simple biotopes 
on a tropical island where the few  species present all had relatively 
similar patterns o f trap response. Judging by personal experience in 
North America, the Philippines and Malaya and b y  publications o f many 
other workers, this situation m ay have been exceptional. W hile I am 
satisfied that m y field methods are sound and o f m ore general applicabi
lity, they must be tested in any new  situation. The method o f analysis 
is more important than the results.

One cannot simultaneously optimize field methods for a set of species 
with very diverse patterns o f movement and trap response and one must 
often reach some compromise when heterogeniety and research goals 
are in conflict. The consequences o f the decision should be understood 
and accepted realistically. W here heterogeniety in trap response is 
substantial, one may m odify  standard methods by  reducing trap spacing, 
stratifying traps ( B a r b e h e n n ,  1973) extending the trapping period, 
or by any other means that can be demonstrated to reduce the error of 
thp estimate. The resulting precision may not be high for single 
observations but we generally search for patterns of change and their 
causal relationships.

For the dynamic world o f small mammals, an estimate of N that lies
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between T and 1.3 T meets most needs and one should hesitate to invest 
much additional effort to improve on that level o f precision. For instance, 
S m i t h  e t  a l. (1971) observed a lag in catch for both B la r in a  and O c h r o -  
t o m y s  on assessment lines and it seems most unlikely that their great 
effort was rewarded by an estimate more accurate than could have been 
achieved fay other modifications. Considering the anticipated variation in 
density over space and time, the extra effort might have been spent 
better in obtaining a replicate. This, however, is a post hoc conclusion and 
experimental innovations that are soundly conceived are always welcom e 
after adequate analysis.

Finally, it must be reemphasized that basic methods and their standard 
modifications are designed for modal situations. W hen community organi
zation collapses for whatever reason, the best that might be expected 
from a standard method is that the aberrant situation be recognized. 
Failure to provide reliable estimates under such circumstances is no fault 
of the method. In general, what is required is that the method be sensitive 
to behavioral changes that may be associated with factors such as season, 
density, and the presence o f other species. Confidence in the method 
comes only from  experimental experience and an understanding derived 
from appropriate analyses.
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K yle R. BARBEHENN

O ZN ACZAN IE ZAG ĘSZCZEN IA I AR EAŁU  OSOBNICZEGO D RO GĄ ODŁOW OW , 
N A P R ZY K Ł A D ZIE  G RYZO N I I RYJO W EK  W Y SPY  G U AM

Streszczenie

Zakładając określone zależności pom iędzy prom ieniem  (r) areału osobniczego, 
praw dopodobieństw em  (p) łowienia i położeniem  środka areału osobniczego w zglę
dem badanej pow ierzchni opracowano m odel, który pozw ala przew idzieć zarów no 
względną łow ność na każdej pow ierzchni odłow nej jak i oczekiw ane tem po w yło 
wu. M odel ten został sprawdzony przy odłow ach Suncus murinus oraz Rattus rattus 
i R. exulans  prow adzonych na wyspie Guam. Na zm ienne eksperym entalne skła
dało się zróżnicowanie rozmieszczenia pułapek poprzez pozostawienie ich na tym 
sam ym  m iejscu lub przesunięcie do punktów  środkow ych po dw udniow ym  w yło
wie albo też przedłużenie odłow ów .

Na poziom ie populacyjnym  r wahało się od 7— 30 m dla Suncus i R. rattus oraz 
od 4— 20 m w  przypadku R. exulans. Zaobserw ow ane w zorce odłow u są zgodne 
z tezą C a 1 h o u n ’a, w  myśl której popu lacje o stosunkowo małych areałach po
w iększają sw e areały w  w yniku w yłow u. Zarów no z przesłanek teoretycznych jak 
i em pirycznych wynika, że dane z odłow u na obrzeżach pow ierzchni nie mogą

A

służyć do w iarygodnej oceny gęstości populacji. Przedział ufności dla N w ypro-
A A

w adzono z SE Zippin ’a (p) dla indywidualnych prób, ale zgodność p w  próbach 
pozwala na bardziej precyzyjną ocenę p  i w yraża zmniejszenie przedziału ufności 
dla m ałych prób. Niektóre odchylenia w yników  są nieuniknione i m ogą być trak
tow ane subiektywnie, nie dyskredytując m etody kw adratów  w ew nętrznych w  sy
tuacjach, w  których jest ona ogólnie odpowiednia. Jednakże poprawność metody 
należy testow ać w  każdej konkretnej sytuacji.


